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From web and mobile application design and development to

e-commerce, content curation, PPC, SEO and social media

management, we provide an integrated service to enhance

your online marketing return and improve the top line. Our

products and services are modern, robust, and coherent and

this is how we remain effective. We strongly believe that our

success is intertwined with the success of businesses and

the people we serve. Hence, we understand your

requirements and infuse our interaction with innovative

concepts around strategy, technology, and creative design.

By adopting this Wow & How approach, we turn your distinct

needs into digital reality. 

We take pride in what we do and we hold high expectations

for our work. Amazetech team is accountable and its

members will operate with integrity and sincerity.

Founded on the 25th of August 2020,

Amazetech is proud to include highly

intellectual individuals as part of its identity

to commemorate our beginnings. Amazetech

is an attentive, agile, and trustworthy digital

marketing agency that offers an extensive

range of services to businesses. We are in

love with fresh ideas and this also drives our

passion to launch our own products that add

value to people and society.



 
Our vision: To be recognized for our contribution to the digital economy and for value we bring to business and

society.

Our mission: To enable businesses to grow by using our effective digital marketing services, and people to be satisfied

by finding convenience, fun and value in our online products.

Our values: Our values derive from “enabling our customers”. At Amazetech you will find us attentive; we listen well and

we engage. We are also agile; market, technology and needs are not static so we “move with your needs”. We strongly

believe that trust is a vital element in all relationships we build and being trustworthy leads to confidence and

cooperation. To live up to our values, we demonstrate a set of behavioral attributes (FOCUS):

F     O    C    U    S
                           Fresh  Organized  Creative  Upbeat   Sincere



We believe in keeping things simple and clear for our clients. We

work hard to turn complexity into simplicity. Therefore, we follow

a 4-step process:

We will sit down, have a discussion, and listen to your concept

and requirements. Often, the idea or needs are not fully

completed; don’t worry we will help you formulate and refine the

concept. The team will make suggestions to improve the

outcome. We will adopt a Wow & How approach where we will

enrich our discussions with innovative suggestions around

strategy, technology, and creative design. Our topics will be

driven by pre-prepared understanding of your business and by

our collective experience. The goal will always be how to enable

your business grow.

Listen and Guide

To ensure coherence between what your business needs and

what we do, and to remain efficient serving our clients, we will

agree on the final requirements with you. We do understand,

however, that needs may change throughout the engagement

process. Our team will be happy to integrate new requirements

and will guide you through our process to make that happen

Agree requirements

Design and Develop
At this stage, our designers and developers will begin after we

carefully evaluate and adopt the best technology to implement

your requirements. You will remain engaged throughout the

process until the final services are delivered as promised.

Support
Once your service is tested and delivered, we’ll continue to

provide on-going support when and however needed.



TThe core team at Amazetech has a strong record of accomplishment

in business management. Our CEO and COO are marketing and

management analysts. Amazetech managing partners headed client

services and business development within different organizations

across multiple verticals. We will employ this collective hands-on

experience to help your business grow and offer advice on how our

clients can best achieve their goals.

Amazetech has a clear sense of purpose. Guided by our clear vision

and values, we operate with a purpose, and before we do anything, we

repetitively ask ourselves why we are doing it, creating an environment

of target setting and achievement. This will be felt in our relationships

with clients as we begin with the end in mind. We believe that clarity

leads to productivity, and the prime resolve will remain to help your

business grow.

Our clients will witness an informal management style that promotes

simple and direct relationships with a sense of immediacy. The casual

and friendly environment fosters a proximity mindset where you can

easily discuss and network with all Amazetech team no matter their

position in the company. Being trustworthy is one of our core values

and we believe we gain our clients’ confidence by first delivering on our

promise through planning and diligent execution.
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Our web design approach is in line with

our service process guidelines. We take

the following steps to ensure that we

deliver the outcome according to your

needs and satisfaction; Amazetech will

always put an effort to contribute

towards that end:

Everything depends on your business

requirements. Identifying what you wish

to achieve is therefore an important first

step. In our initial consultations, we will

listen well and contribute with ideas to

determine structure and technology to

deliver the final product. Amazetech will

also study your market to identify its

keywords and specify the optimal user

experience. After a few discussions, we

will agree with you the website

requirements and technology.

We develop graphics proposals and

ideas. In this step, we communicate

back and forth with you until you are

completely satisfied with the chosen

layout and design style. Starting from a

design theme approved by the client,

our front-end developers construct the

website in accordance with modern web

program standards, including mobile

adaptation.

How your content is written is of

extreme importance if you want to have

good SEO visibility, and often, content

created in-house without regard for SEO

ends up being ineffective. We are

experts in creating bespoke content

for multiple market sectors.



• Who is your intended audience?

• What is the direct benefit to them?

• Does the application bridge a gap in the audience’s needs or add

value?

• How will the application be marketed?

• What is the right technology – hybrid, native, etc.

• How will you measure success?
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We offer a range of services in this area

that can give you relevant insight into

your customers to help you listen and

learn from what is being exchanged about

your brand and niche online. We create

data-driven strategies to strengthen

your brand in the social space, and

increased engagement around your

content assets. The more social shares

your content receives, the higher

your search ranking will be.

Social media 
Marketing
Social media should be an essential tool

within a business marketing mix to

cultivate brand advocates and reach new

audience. An active social media

presence allows you to join in the

conversation around your brand,

promote your services and show case

your brand ethos.

Our social media marketing services help

your business grow brand awareness,

relationships, web traffic, and ultimately

higher return.

Develop Brand Awareness - followers:
Gowing your followers on social media will help you

increase word of mouth and referrals. Our social media

marketing services will help you increase your

followers with rel evant people. We will ensure that

your followers match the demographics, interests, and

behaviors of your typical customers.

Build Relationships -engagement:
When you build a strong connection through

engagement with your audience, they are more likely to

buy from you. Amazetech will help you increase

engagement (likes, comments, etc.) on your social

media posts. The more engagement you have, the

stronger your connection is with your audience.

Increasing Website Exposure - traffic:
Increasing your website traffic will directly influence

leads and conversions. We will focus on developing

social media campaigns that drive high volumes of

traffic to your website.



UI/UX design
UI/UX is of utmost importance for your website. When related to website design it is essentially how the design affects the

behavior of the user when viewing the site, in various ways…...usability, accessibility, relevance, and desirability. To put it

simply this is a wholly integrated design approach through the entire process, including aspects of branding, color, design,

usability, and functionality. Here we have selected some UI/UX designer portfolios that you can peruse at your leisure and

they are worth it. Maybe you are looking for a top designer to create your new, exciting site or maybe a designer wanting to

find examples of good practice and inspiration, either way, enjoy our selection. Our team at Amazetech works hard smartly to

make effective UI/UX.

e-Commerce
Having a robust e-Commerce website is the foundation of your online business, and from

that footing, we utilize the latest technology to increase your returns. Our e-Commerce design offers

the best standard features and functionality while remaining consciously customizable. Our team will

tailor a solution that matches your online brand and e-Commerce goals

Move fast from Homepage to Checkout:
Developed using the latest technology and standards, you will have a fast website that allows

customers to swiftly go from browsing to checkout.

Drive sales across all devices:
With a desktop, tablet, and mobile responsive e-Commerce website, you will be able to increase your

conversion rate and grow your returns across all devices.

Easily manage content and scale:
Through a well-designed content management system, you can easily update pages, categories,

products, articles, posts, banners, and more.



Our 360-degree consultancy approach is designed to empower you to drive a fully comprehensive marketing strategy. We work closely with you to

define a tailored marketing strategy based on analytical data and on your business ambitions. We guide our clients with the balance of each marketing

channel in mind to maximize your returns.

The real question is: how do you get more traffic? Work with our consultants to develop your B2B or B2C digital strategy and digital transformation

program. Our typical consulting projects include rapid reviewand recommendations on:
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Content marketing

Search Engine Marketing
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amazetech.co

www.amazetech.co


